I so want to
present my research,
but I don’t have
the confidence

Follow my
lead and do
PowerPitch
Performance!

POWER

Pitch
PERFORMANCE

Presentation training for PhDs

Does the world need to know the results
of your research?
Could you see yourself winning presentation
awards when you perform your pitch? Or does the
thought of public speaking make you want to curl
into a tiny ball of terror?

PowerPitch Performance PLUS

Many people would sooner die than deliver a
speech or presentation. Studies show that 40
percent of people suffer high levels of public
speaking anxiety, with another 50 percent
exhibiting moderate to high levels. Only a
tiny proportion seek help for a condition that
Columbia University says has a 10 per cent
impairment on wages and 15 percent impairment
on prospects.

• Skype rehearsals and performance reviews

The University of Queensland says an 80,000
word thesis would take nine hours to deliver. Its
world-renowned speaking competition requires
participants to present and perform their
research in just three minutes.

Adam Barclay, CRC for Contamination Assessment and

Even if you can speak in public communicating
your complex research results clearly and
succinctly, and as a powerful presentation that
has your audience leaning in, is difficult to do.

• Pre script consultation (90 minutes)
• Structural edit and video recommendations
• Presentation skills coaching
Price $575 + gst per person
Talk to us about how PowerPitch Performance
can prepare you for compelling presentations.

What others say
I saw the winner’s presentation at the CRCA Early-Career
Showcase. He was fantastic. If you can help someone
turn railway ballast into something so interesting and
entertaining, you must be doing something right.
Remediation of the Environment

It was a real pleasure working with you and Roger. I
particularlybenefited from the time you both took to sit
down with me and talk through myresearch, which helped
me understand how you were reframing the presentation
ofthe work for people outside of the discipline. The time
and effort you bothwent to was a great aid for me in really
stretching outside of my boundariesand putting myself
through something quite different to what I normally
engaged in Thomas Bede Payton PhD CRCORE

‘We won! Thanks for your support
and encouragement. Without your
help, I could hardly have achieved
this award!’ Chuhao Liu

Contact us to book

POWER

Chuhao Liu delivers his award-winning Cooperative
Research Centres Association address after our

Pitch
PERFORMANCE

PowerPitch training for the Railway Manufacturing CRC

e. sandy@sandymcdonald.com

followed by our PowerPitch Performance.
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